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The Earth Plunderers aka MuthaF**kas need lots of $$$ to develop the
huge and vast mineral wealth on unceded Indigenous land and
territories in the North.  HAARP, atmospheric nuclear testing and
other military experiments are, IMHO, clearing the ice for easy access
to uranium, gold, diamonds, iron, etc.  Most minerals are being used
for military purposes and domestic controls via telecommunications and
ISR for the NWO Global Governance and Empire.  

$$$Funds are solicited from foreign and domestic investors on the TSX,
Venture Capital markets, through pension funds and government programs
via taxes.  While a handful of elitists grow richer every day, working
class people are forced to finance the robbery of Indigenous and
peasant people on the land.  Payment is made in blood, sweat and tears
as the pillage and plunder continue.

Investors are a nervous bunch, strongly influenced by media reports
and legislation.  Any word of Indigenous resistance makes then hold
their purses shut.  Recent court cases in favour of Indigenous people
demonstrate the Government's "willingness" to conciliate and appease
Indigenous.  It looks like everyone is getting along just fine.  It's
a big RUSE as usual.  NOTHING HAS CHANGED.

EduMine Educates You on Mining
EduMine looks at all aspects of mining. Some of their courses are UBC
accredited.  Courses on mining are taught at the University of British
Columbia where students get a UBC Certificate in Mining Studies,
giving them respectable credentials and Authority on mining.

Edumine courses like "Mining 101" and "Cyanide Use and Management" are
about $800 for a one day workshop or a 55hour online course.  Many of
us don't earn $800 a week while welfare recipients get less than that
a month for an entire family.  These pirates know how to play their
game by offering expensive classes.  It gives the appearance of being
very exclusive, top secret info.  Yeah, right!!

EduMine uses the services of Ripple Effects for their very special
aboriginal awareness training. 
Maybe Indigenous need to run some workshops of our own in "How Not to
Get Suckered Again and Again by the CONonial Man".  Kittoh is
available to TEACH.

The goal of the Aboriginal Awareness Training is "the building of
trusting and respectful relationships ... through awareness, comfort,
confidence and much improved communications."

In other words, corporatists and earth plunderers like
PDAC,Prospectors and Developers Ass. Of Canada, Diavik, De Beers
Canada, BHP Billiton, AMEC, EDS Canada, Ledcor Industries, CCS Income
Trust, ATCO Group, Shell Canada Ltd., Encana, Enbridge Pipelines,
Federal Government, Alberta Government, BC Government, Weyerhaeuser,



Athabasca Tribal Council, Schlumberger, University of Calgary, Parks
Canada and Golder Associates can learn how to avoid putting their feet
in their mouths.  They will become more CONvincing in their phoney
deals and promises to Indigenous.  This is the 21st century's version
of conciliation, pacification and final assimilation of Indigenous
people of Turtle Island. 

It's a lotta cheap tricks and psychological warfare.  We wonder what
they mean by "comfort"!!!  Is that things like satellite TV, cushions
and donuts for everyone on the "Rez" to keep us all comforted and
passive??

Ripple Effects, Part of the Propaganda Machine
Ripple Effects does Aboriginal Awareness Training Workshops through
EduMine to specifically address mining developers.  Based in Calgary
with strong ties to the University of Calgary (where colonial minions
like Tom Flanagan and Barry Cooper of the polysci department vilify
Indigenous), Ripple teaches Corporatists and Colonial Minions how to
interact with Indigenous in a smooth and effective way.  Students
learn how to smudge, pass the peace pipe and other protocols.  They
may even try their hand at beading or jump into a sweat.  

Ripple's president and chief propagandist, Robert Laboucane is a
former Indian Affairs employee and Executive Director for the Canadian
Council for Aboriginal Business CCAB, another one of Maurice Strong's
NWO creations.  Rob "Big Whiz" Laboucane does a lotta speaking
engagements.

Sean "Whiz #2" Hannah is Ripple Effects multimedia propagandist.  He
has a degree from U Calgary in English Lit and Psychology.  He knows
how to make effective use of the English language to conciliate and
bedazzle.

Both Sean and Robert are Metis while the two women at Ripple are Cree. 
Doreen Spence and Bernice Shadow are both powerhouses of energy for
organizing, speaking, meetings and such, anything to do with painless
Indigenous assimilation into Canadian society.  They are dedicated
volunteers who give a "nice" face to Ripple and its real sinister
motives.

You can look at a trial online lesson to see how aware you might be.  

There's really Nothing New Under the Sun.  Needless to say, there are
other groups like Edumine and Ripple Effects.  The psychological
warfare against us continues a frenzied tsunami of lies and illusion. 
We have to use our Minds to defend our own sense of Reality.  We need
to resume Ancient Ways of Knowing to find our Way through it all.  The
dangers are many.

Kittoh
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Canadian Council for Aboriginal Business CCAB
According to their web site, the Canadian Council for Aboriginal
Business CCAB was started by Murray Koffler in 1984.  Maurice Strong
says that he was a co-founder in 1982 of then Canadian Council for
Native Business.  He was actively involved until 1987 and then
remained quietly in the background for many years.  He was on the
board of governors in 2007.  Mau has the ability to keep close tabs on
many organizations and projects that he started.  He is amazing in a
very sinister way.

CCAB sponsors annual golf tournaments and hosts gala dinners in
Toronto and Calgary.  Is this their idea of "cultural superiority"?

As a non partisan non profit organization, their declared budget is
just over $1million.  They say they get no core funding from
government.  All their money comes from corporations, program and
event sponsorships and membership dues.  

Their membership is quite a list of who's who in Canadian business and
includes Cameco, Shell, Enbridge Pipelines Inc., VIA Rail, the
Great-West Life Assurance Company (part of Power Corp.), Raytheon
Canada Ltd. and Diavik Diamond Mines Inc.  Their Seven Generations
patrons include companies like BMO Financial, IBM and Syncrude.  Their
boards of directors and governors include some big players in business
and government.

CCAB claims, "This organization is but the conduit to the people and
capital that leverage Aboriginal business in Canada".  



CCAB seeks out promising young Indigenous people, latching onto them
when they are still only in high school.  CCAB then sponsors them
through their education, about 85 students every year, grooming them
for careers in business.

Isn't this just a systematic method for assimilating Indigenous people
into the mainstream Canadian capitalist materialistic society? 
Assimilation was the colonial entities' plan from the outset.


